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“Victory Over Hotseshit” 
Today's DATE: 3Dec68 

FROM: MORDECAI THE FOUL, HIGH PRIEST 

To: Sylvia Meagher 

( ) Orrictat Business (_) SURREPTITIOUS BusINESs &) Monkey Business 

Mark the Shark was in Tampatown Last mo., hippi everybody to 
Robt. Kennedy's “secret support" of Garrison, so I shot off the 
enclosed, - oo ; 

Will write you more comments on your book as I get time. Very 
busy these days, 

4m a little concerned about H. Hartann, as I have been told (I don't 
know how accurately) that she is quitely co-operating with Wildgoose 
100%, so I'm not contacting her until I check this lead out. 

Dave is someone it is pessible to be very frank 
well how uptight I've been with him since last July 
to have mailed out those OPEN GITYs ~~ which finall 
recently -- and he was concerned that I might have 
him to someone reflecting on his character or hones 
forth many a gripe about his accuracy, etc., when h 
he has neither experienced or researched, but I wis 
everyone that I have utmost respect for his sincere 
approach to things, He is an extremely honest pers 

th, and he knows 
or so, when he was 
got sent out very 

e TI have put 
gets into areas 
to make it clear to 

and forthright 
Ne ; 

My attorney released the enclosed letters recent 
address was cut out of the Weisberg one previous to 
I was going to show the copy to some people and did 
him, But Levine says we are under no obligation to 
as we include the Alcock letter relieving him from 
disloyalty to Garrison, which was his concern, 

ye The artist's 
this release, as 
“t want to involve 
do this, so long 

suspicion of 

Harold is also alleged to have sent some kind of | 
Poindexter, CO of MACS-9, among his many epistles a 
not seen this one ~~ yet, . 

horrid message to 
at me, but I have 

Note that both the Weisberg letter and Alcock le 
a secretary with “bb" initials. 

More in time 

“NOTHING IS TRUE. EVERYTHING IS PERMISSIBLE” 

—Hassan i Sabbah 

Safeguard this letter, it may be an IMPORTANT HISTORICAL DOCUMENT


